New for 2009!  High End Performance Banana Connector

**Features**

- α (Alpha) Pure Copper rhodium-plated center conductor
- α (Alpha) Nonmagnetic stainless steel body
- Carbon fiber and Nonmagnetic stainless steel housing
- Conductor wire fixed by screw set or soldering.
- Specially designed fixed wire construction to ensure the stability of the conductor’s contact.
- Furutech special composite damping ring.
- Specified for wire diameters max. 5.5mm
- Dimensions: 15.2mm diameter x 64.2mm overall length

*Specially engineered set screw construction to ensure firm contact with Alpha Pure Copper conductor*

Copper Alloy set Screw

Alpha Pure Copper Center conductor

Body: Nonmagnetic stainless steel chassis

Conductor Wires

Conductor Wires Fixed parts: Nonmagnetic Stainless steel chassis

*Specially engineered Conductor wires fixed construction*
Parts:
(1) Composite damping ring
(2) Center conductor
(3) Center conductor locking set
(4) Positioning pin
(5) Nonmagnetic stainless steel body
(6) Set screw
(7) Wire compression clamp
(8) Nonmagnetic stainless end ring
(9) Cable hold screw
(10) Carbon fiber and Nonmagnetic Stainless steel housing

What the Critics Say about Furutech Cables

“The Evolutions, which cost less than half what the Reference IIs do, are by any rational standard extremely high-performance cables, though the References do a better job with low-level details very low-frequency bass, and background noise. … If, like me, you appreciate taking many sonic steps forward and no steps backward, you’ll want to give these components a try.”
-- Chris Martens, August 07 the Absolute Sound

“After many hours of listening, my appreciation for the Furutech References grew because of how non-fatiguing they can be while still revealing a very high level of detail. The extension of both treble and bass is excellent but it is the wholeness and balance of the sound that makes the Furutech Reference stand out.”
-- Jay Fisher, 6moons.com

“One last comment has to go to the finish of the connectors … Tolerances are spot on, the stuff goes in smoothly, locks and unlocks without any undue play … There’s something luxurious and silken about the Furutech connectors. Like fine Swiss watches. This stuff also routes and drapes easily. … Since it does perform to a very high standard, getting the tactile satisfaction and pride of ownership bits thrown into the bargain is worth mentioning.
-- Srajan Ebaen, 6moons.com

Make A More Powerful Connection with Furutech!
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